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Philosophy, Mission and Vision

Philosophy:
Music is a vital component in developing the whole child. Music education offers a unique

learning opportunity to explore individual creativity, artistic expression and in-depth understanding of

past and present cultures in our diverse world.

A comprehensive music education will enable students to develop their musical abilities through

self-discipline and focus, leading to increased confidence in learning across the entire curriculum.

We believe that all students should have a comprehensive, balanced, and sequential curriculum of

in-school instruction in music education in accordance with national, state and local standards, and that

an education in music will develop the lifelong learning abilities and aesthetic skills necessary to

contribute to a more cultured, educated society.

Mission:

Together we are committed to providing an innovative and rigorous educational experience that
● aligns with and exceeds New Jersey Student Learning Standards in the Visual and Performing

Arts
● respects the dignity and safety of every person in the school community
● recognizes and nurtures the unique talents, interests, and experiences of each individual
● develops students into lifelong learners who are socially responsible, confident, value diversity, and

are able to adapt to the present and future challenges of a complex world.

Vision:

Toms River Regional Schools are, above all, student centered. We recognize the classroom as a
place where all students

1. feel safe to learn, work together, and express themselves respectfully;
2. are encouraged to discover and develop their interests and abilities, no matter what their

present level of performance;
3. are offered experiences in new and wider fields of knowledge that can make life richer and

more satisfying.

We understand that all of a person's experiences influence that person's development. The
curriculum of Toms River Regional Schools, therefore, embraces pupil opportunities-- classroom
instruction, extracurricular activities, field experiences, social functions, and community projects--
that embrace the whole child. Recognizing and encouraging student choice and voice are
fundamentally to achieving this vision.



Being a lifelong learner means not only developing habits of mind that include analysis,
introspection, critical thinking, and problem solving, but also applying a mindset that ensures
personal future readiness and becoming a socially responsible citizen: adaptability, flexibility,
mindfulness, empathy, tolerance, open-mindedness, and grit. The district is committed to helping
students strengthen these traits through authentic learning opportunities that connect them with
their community and the larger world.

Many closely interrelated factors determine the degree to which we can create a positive  learning
environment. We acknowledge the importance of physical surroundings, but even more important
are human relationships. Supportive, caring, and professionally bounded connections between
students and staff help promote growth and a sense of belonging.

Course description and/or program overview:

UNITS PACING GUIDE

Unit Plan 1
Introduction to Music Technology

30 Days

Unit Plan 2 30 Days



Beatmaking and Performance

Unit Plan 3
Developing Basic Musical Skills Using Technology

30 Days

Unit Plan 4
Composition Using Technology

30 Days

Unit Plan 5
Developing More Advanced Skills

30 Days

Unit Plan 6
Multimedia and Production

30 Days

Unit (1) Overview

Unit Summary: Introduction to Music Through the use of computer software



Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1. Students will understand the various user interfaces for music software.
2. Students will understand the various components of the different software being used
3. Students will understand loops.
4. Students will understand drum tracks and beats
5. Students will understand melody writing

Essential Questions:

1.Why do we have to know the user interfaces?
2.How are the interfaces between different programs similar/different??

Standards

Content Standards: Pr.5.1-Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Content Standards: Pr.6.1-Convey Meaning through the presentation of Artistic work.
Content Standards: Cn.10.1-Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Content Standards: Re8.1-Interpret intent and meaning in work.
Content Standards: Re.9.1-Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters (Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen
and employee.



CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical
skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with
reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to
personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication and
Collaboration: Students use digital media and
environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support
individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. Students will demonstrate their ability to navigate around various types of music software.
2. How to create instrument tracks
3. How to use loops
4. How to understand rhythmic notation
5. How to compose percussion beats
6. How to write melodies

Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Create instrument tracks
2. Create melodies with loops
3. Record drum tracks
4. Compose percussion beats
5. Write melodies using the piano keyboard



Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Garageband, Audacity
“Teaching Music Through Composition” by
Barbara Freedman
“Using Technology to Unlock Musical
Creativity” by Scott Watson

Instruments, software for word processing, audio,
and/or video editing.

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with IEP
and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific directionsExtended
Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead of
speaking to demonstrate knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to look

up the definition and hear the pronunciation
of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of project

groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication. Participation
in classroom performance and rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or audio
recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at varied
times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a music
classroom with different abilities and levels of
training, benchmarks will be developed individually in
consultation with the students and their parents,
where required. Once a final goal for the unit is
established, benchmarks assessments will be
established at regular intervals to accomplish the
growth objective.
Alternate:Postural data is modified for students in
wheelchairs or with spinal or postural disorders (such
as scoliosis), in consultation with parents and
physicians as needed, in order to develop an
appropriate posture for that student’s needs. The
student will then be assessed according to a
separate rubric developed according to that
standard. Similar processes are followed for
respiratory or phonation disorders.



LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

Unit (2) Overview

Unit Summary: Beatmaking and Performance

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1. The three main drum sounds in a typical drum pattern.
2. Tempo
3. Speaking in tempo
4. Program percussion

Essential Questions:

1. How is beatmaking a foundational component of music computing?

Standards



Content Standards: Pr.5.1-Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Content Standards: Pr.6.1-Convey Meaning through the presentation of Artistic work.
Content Standards: Cn.10.1-Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Content Standards: Re8.1-Interpret intent and meaning in work.
Content Standards: Re.9.1-Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters (Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen
and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical
skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with
reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to
personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.

8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication and
Collaboration: Students use digital media and
environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support
individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. How to identify the parts of a drum kit.
2. How to keep a steady beat
3. How to speak rhythmically, in time to a beat
4. The three main drum sounds in typical drum patterns



Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Identify the parts of a drum kit.
2. Keep a steady beat
3. Speak rhythmically, in time to a beat
4. Essential elements of drum programming
5. Place pre-recording audio into audio software for sampling purposes.

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Garageband, Audacity
“Teaching Music Through Composition” by
Barbara Freedman
“Using Technology to Unlock Musical
Creativity” by Scott Watson

Instruments, software for word processing, audio,
and/or video editing.

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with IEP
and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific directionsExtended
Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead of
speaking to demonstrate knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to look

up the definition and hear the pronunciation
of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication. Participation
in classroom performance and rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or audio
recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at varied
times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a music
classroom with different abilities and levels of
training, benchmarks will be developed individually in
consultation with the students and their parents,
where required. Once a final goal for the unit is
established, benchmarks assessments will be
established at regular intervals to accomplish the
growth objective.
Alternate:Postural data is modified for students in
wheelchairs or with spinal or postural disorders (such
as scoliosis), in consultation with parents and
physicians as needed, in order to develop an
appropriate posture for that student’s needs. The
student will then be assessed according to a
separate rubric developed according to that
standard. Similar processes are followed for



● Simplify written and verbal instructions
Gifted and Talented

● Students will be made managers of project
groups

● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

respiratory or phonation disorders.

Unit (3) Overview

Unit Summary: Developing Basic Musical Skills Using Technology

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1. How sounds create imagery
2. Basic keyboard technique
3. They can create a new piece of music by manipulating MIDI data of an existing piece of music.

Essential Questions:

1. How can we use technology to expand our understanding and development of musical skills and
creativity?



Standards

Content Standards: Pr.5.1-Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Content Standards: Pr.6.1-Convey Meaning through the presentation of Artistic work.
Content Standards: Cn.10.1-Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Content Standards: Re8.1-Interpret intent and meaning in work.
Content Standards: Re.9.1-Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters (Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen
and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical
skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with
reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to
personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.

8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication and
Collaboration: Students use digital media and
environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support
individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. How to create imagery with loops and sound effects
2. Apply their piano knowledge to their software
3. How to create a new piece of music by manipulating MIDI data of an existing piece.



4. How to create small melodic motives and create variations.

Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Create imagery with loops and sound effects
2. Apply their piano knowledge to their software
3. Create a new piece of music by manipulating MIDI data of an existing piece.
4. Create small melodic motives and create variations.

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Garageband, Audacity
“Teaching Music Through Composition” by
Barbara Freedman
“Using Technology to Unlock Musical
Creativity” by Scott Watson

Instruments, software for word processing, audio,
and/or video editing.

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with IEP
and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific directionsExtended
Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead of
speaking to demonstrate knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to look

up the definition and hear the pronunciation
of unknown words

Special Education

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication. Participation
in classroom performance and rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or audio
recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at varied
times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a music
classroom with different abilities and levels of
training, benchmarks will be developed individually in
consultation with the students and their parents,
where required. Once a final goal for the unit is
established, benchmarks assessments will be
established at regular intervals to accomplish the
growth objective.
Alternate:Postural data is modified for students in
wheelchairs or with spinal or postural disorders (such



● Utilize organizers to help increase
comprehension

● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of project

groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

as scoliosis), in consultation with parents and
physicians as needed, in order to develop an
appropriate posture for that student’s needs. The
student will then be assessed according to a
separate rubric developed according to that
standard. Similar processes are followed for
respiratory or phonation disorders.

Unit (4) Overview

Unit Summary: Composition Using Technology

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1. Music of different cultures can be adapted to today’s styles.
2. How to create melodies to an existing chord progression.

Essential Questions:



1. How does the music of other cultures influence the development of today’s music?
2. How are melodies related to chord progression?

Standards

Content Standards: Pr.5.1-Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Content Standards: Pr.6.1-Convey Meaning through the presentation of Artistic work.
Content Standards: Cn.10.1-Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Content Standards: Re8.1-Interpret intent and meaning in work.
Content Standards: Re.9.1-Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters (Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen
and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical
skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with
reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to
personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.

8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication and
Collaboration: Students use digital media and
environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support
individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others.



Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. How to analyze, comprehend and acquire musical knowledge of music of individual cultures.
2. How to build diatonic triads
3. How to differentiate between chord tones and non-chord tones.
4. How to work with a partner.

Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Develop aural skills through manipulating with tonal centers, melodies and rhythms as the rearrange
pieces in a QWERTYon.

2. Develop technology skills from a basic level (navigation, searching for pieces in YouTube, copying
and pasting URLs to access class materials) to a music-specific level in aQWERTYon.

3. Create pleasing melodies over an existing chord progression.

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Garageband, Audacity
“Teaching Music Through Composition” by
Barbara Freedman
“Using Technology to Unlock Musical
Creativity” by Scott Watson

Instruments, software for word processing, audio,
and/or video editing.

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with IEP
and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific directionsExtended
Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication. Participation
in classroom performance and rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or audio
recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at varied
times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a music
classroom with different abilities and levels of



drawing or showing (performing) instead of
speaking to demonstrate knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to look

up the definition and hear the pronunciation
of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of project

groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

training, benchmarks will be developed individually in
consultation with the students and their parents,
where required. Once a final goal for the unit is
established, benchmarks assessments will be
established at regular intervals to accomplish the
growth objective.
Alternate:Postural data is modified for students in
wheelchairs or with spinal or postural disorders (such
as scoliosis), in consultation with parents and
physicians as needed, in order to develop an
appropriate posture for that student’s needs. The
student will then be assessed according to a
separate rubric developed according to that
standard. Similar processes are followed for
respiratory or phonation disorders.

Unit (5) Overview

Unit Summary: Developing More Advanced Skills

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1. Song forms



2. Composition
3. Audio editing

Essential Questions:

1.

Standards

Content Standards: Pr.5.1-Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Content Standards: Pr.6.1-Convey Meaning through the presentation of Artistic work.
Content Standards: Cn.10.1-Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Content Standards: Re8.1-Interpret intent and meaning in work.
Content Standards: Re.9.1-Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters (Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen
and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical
skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with
reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to
personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.

8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication and
Collaboration: Students use digital media and
environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support
individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others.



CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. How to compose instrumental music for live performance.
2. Musical form
3. How to edit audio

Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Demonstrate advanced composition skills and technical abilities of using notation software
(Musescore) by composing and preparing a piece for a solo instrument to perform.

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the rondo or sonata-allegro forms by composing a piece of music
based on their interpretation of an artwork

3. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of editing and processing audio by creating a piece of music
incorporating segments of pre recorded audio.

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Garageband, Audacity
“Teaching Music Through Composition” by
Barbara Freedman
“Using Technology to Unlock Musical
Creativity” by Scott Watson

Instruments, software for word processing, audio,
and/or video editing.

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with IEP
and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific directionsExtended
Time

● Flexible Grouping

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication. Participation
in classroom performance and rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or audio



● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead of
speaking to demonstrate knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to look

up the definition and hear the pronunciation
of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of project

groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at varied
times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a music
classroom with different abilities and levels of
training, benchmarks will be developed individually in
consultation with the students and their parents,
where required. Once a final goal for the unit is
established, benchmarks assessments will be
established at regular intervals to accomplish the
growth objective.
Alternate:Postural data is modified for students in
wheelchairs or with spinal or postural disorders (such
as scoliosis), in consultation with parents and
physicians as needed, in order to develop an
appropriate posture for that student’s needs. The
student will then be assessed according to a
separate rubric developed according to that
standard. Similar processes are followed for
respiratory or phonation disorders.

Unit (6) Overview

Unit Summary: Multimedia and Production



Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1. How to create a radio commercial
2. Music for video

Essential Questions:

1. How is music critical to marketing and business?

Standards

Content Standards: Pr.5.1-Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Content Standards: Pr.6.1-Convey Meaning through the presentation of Artistic work.
Content Standards: Cn.10.1-Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Content Standards: Re8.1-Interpret intent and meaning in work.
Content Standards: Re.9.1-Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters (Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen
and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical
skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with
reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.

8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication and
Collaboration: Students use digital media and
environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support
individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others.



CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to
personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. Record audio by creating their own radio commercials
2. How to create music for a video

Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Create their own radio commercials
2. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of synching music to video or beat mapping by composing music to

a short video clip.

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Garageband, Audacity
“Teaching Music Through Composition” by
Barbara Freedman
“Using Technology to Unlock Musical
Creativity” by Scott Watson

Instruments, software for word processing, audio,
and/or video editing.

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners, At

Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with IEP
and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific directionsExtended
Time

● Flexible Grouping

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication. Participation
in classroom performance and rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or audio
recording of students singing their parts or



● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead of
speaking to demonstrate knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to look

up the definition and hear the pronunciation
of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of project

groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at varied
times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a music
classroom with different abilities and levels of
training, benchmarks will be developed individually in
consultation with the students and their parents,
where required. Once a final goal for the unit is
established, benchmarks assessments will be
established at regular intervals to accomplish the
growth objective.
Alternate:Postural data is modified for students in
wheelchairs or with spinal or postural disorders (such
as scoliosis), in consultation with parents and
physicians as needed, in order to develop an
appropriate posture for that student’s needs. The
student will then be assessed according to a
separate rubric developed according to that
standard. Similar processes are followed for
respiratory or phonation disorders.


